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PRE- MEETING TOUR
Members are offered the opportunity for a pre-meeting tour of the
Collections Gallery which is undergoing redevelopment as part of the
Voices from the Workshop Project, supported by the Heritage Lottery
Fund.
Anyone interested in seeing the new gallery and meeting the curatorial
team are asked to arrive at 1pm for the tour.
1.

CHAIRMAN
To elect Chairman for the ensuing year.

2.

VICE-CHAIRMAN
To elect a Vice-Chairman for the ensuing year.

3.

MINUTES

5 - 12

To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 27 February 2017.
4.

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence.

5.

CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY)

6.

URGENT BUSINESS
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any item as urgent
business, pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act,
1972.

7.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Member
has a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the
Localism Act 2011. Members are also required to withdraw from the
meeting room as stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

8.

ANCIENT HOUSE, MUSEUM OF THETFORD LIFE REPORT

13 - 18

Report by the Curator, Oliver Bone.
9.

GRESSENHALL FARM AND WORKHOUSE REPORT

19 - 24

Repot of the Operations Manager (West), Hannah Jackson.
10.

COLLECTIONS REVIEW AND RATIONALISATION PROGRAMME
2015-18
Report by the Head of Norfolk Museums Service, Steve Miller.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL
At a Meeting of the
BRECKLAND AREA MUSEUMS COMMITTEE
Held on Monday, 27 February 2017 at 2.30 pm in
Ancient House Museum, Whitehart Street, Thetford, IP24 1AA
PRESENT
Mr J Ward
Councillor C Bowes
Mr H. E. J. Clarke

Mr P. R. W. Darby
Mr P.J. Duigan
Mr W. R. J. Richmond

Also Present
Mr D Blackburn
In Attendance
Mr Oliver Bone

-

Dr Robin Hanley
Hannah Jackson
Melissa Hawker

-

Leanne Neave

-

Curator of the Ancient House, Museum of
Thetford Life
Head of Operations & Learning
Operations Manager – West
Learning Officer, Ancient House Museum of
Thetford Life
Democratic Service Officer
Action By

1/17 MINUTES
The Minutes of the meeting held on 4 July 2016 were confirmed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman.
2/17 APOLOGIES
Apologies for absence were received from Dr K Robinson.
3/17 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Chairman welcomed Leanne Neave to the meeting in her
capacity as Democratic Services Officer.
It was requested that Robert Kybird be co-opted to this committee, an
invitation to the next meeting would be duly sent.
4/17 URGENT BUSINESS
None.
5/17 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
None.
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6/17 GRESSENHALL FARM & WORKHOUSE REPORT
Hannah Jackson presented the report from Gressenhall Farm and
Workhouse.
A broad programme of events was still in operation, which ranged
from large scale events such as Apple Day to the smaller scale events
like the Workhouse Experience. There had been activities throughout
the school holidays and special ticket only events such as“Ghostly
Gressenhall” and “Victorian Family Christmas”.
Visitor numbers for the events were noted as:
Village at War 1390 Sunday, 2130 Monday
Apple Day 2006
Gressenhall Goes Wild 520
The Workhouse Experience 347
Heritage Open Day 2169
Horse Power 780
Summer Holidays 11339
October Half term 2153
Ghostly Gressenhall 243
Victorian Family Christmas 528
The Horse Power day goes from strength to strength, it had however
been removed from the coming years programme to enable the
programme to remain fresh but would return in the future.
The Victorian Family Christmas days were both fully booked. There
had been some fantastic coverage in the Guardian newspaper and
visitors enjoyed a full activity programme.
A review of the programme had taken place in November and a new
programme had been designed to keep events fresh. Apple Day was
now in its 26th year and remained incredibly popular. A Murder
Mystery night was planned for June and would be a pre booked event.
The site would open on Sunday 19th March for a Lottery Players
Preview and similarly Workhouse After Dark on 27th and 28th October.
These events gave Lottery players and their families the opportunity
to see the site free of charge. These events link in to the heritage
funding and Voices from the Workhouse project.
Events held throughout the year help with Museum Pass sales. On
Apple day alone half the visitors were pass holders and a further 23
Museum Passes were sold at that event.
The costs of delivering and marketing the Gressenhall event
programme continued to be subsidised by ACE (Arts Council
England).
Marketing had taken a digital route with the current trend seeing
people looking on line for events. Some hard copy marketing would
2
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still be produced but the majority would be done online.
Cllr Clarke asked if there were any events they were particularly
pleased or disappointed with regarding the attendance figures.
Hannah Jackson advised that the Heritage open day had over 2100
visitors which was great. It was something done slightly differently to
showcase Gressenhall which then encouraged people to come back.
The “day with a difference” workhouse experience had only 300
visitors which was disappointing. In recent years the event day in
August had not worked as well as hoped, several different days had
been tried but numbers always fell short. It had been decided that
during the school summer holiday the museum would focus on school
holiday activities and events days would be held at other times of the
year.
Cllr Ward queried the absence of the “Horsepower” day and what was
new on the programme.
Hannah Jackson confirmed the “Horse Power” day had run every year
since 2009 and it was decided to rest it and hopefully when brought
back into the programme in the future it will create renewed interest.
She confirmed there were no “new” events on the programme as all
had run in previous years. These included Mother’s day, Father’s day
and a Wedding Fayre.
Cllr Richmond queried if the “Workhouse after dark” event was
“Ghostly Gressenhall” with a new name. Hannah Jackson confirmed it
was that this event was less “Ghostly” and focussed more on the
workhouse.
Cllr Darby asked if the History Fair which gave the opportunity for all
museums to demonstrate what their museum had to offer had been
thought of as an event.
Members were advised that it was held on the May bank holiday,
however over time it had been recognised that museums had less
capacity to send a representative. The Museum used the “Heritage
Day” to invite groups to attend and hold demonstrations, such as
“Metal detect” and “Wise Archive”.
Cllr Duigan suggested they invite groups with a local spin. He
advised there was a local writer Augustus Jessop who had written a
collection of local Ghost stories, he wondered if these could be
incorporated as a local link. He also suggested Childhood stories by
Eleanor Fenn.
Dr Hanley said several events had life cycles. They were popular for a
number of years before a decline begins. The museum identified
these events before the decline in numbers thereby allowing more
attention to be given on other events. The success of “Heritage open
day” was continuing to grow. Strong numbers were also seen on this
day across the museums in Norwich and Great Yarmouth.
Cllr Ward queried if on “Heritage open day” the Museum offered a free
3
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bus service from Dereham to the Museum. Dr Hanley advised a
successful free bus service ran in Kings Lynn from the town to
different sites and had previously been tried in Dereham but the take
up had been disappointing. He agreed the transport links to
Gressenhall were difficult and a free bus service on “Heritage day”
could be looked at but believed it would need to be in partnership with
an organisation or with sponsorship.
Cllr Duigan advised that the Mid Norfolk railway hoped to extend their
service to County School station so a connection could be made
there. Dr Hanley confirmed a partnership was in place with Mid
Norfolk railway, for example banners for events were displayed at
each site.
The “Voices from the Workhouse” project had been launched on 8th
July 2016. The museum had now moved into the second phase of the
project, the 1st floor of the building “Collection’s Gallery”. This was
due to open in late Spring. Over 2000 items were to be displayed and
at the time of the report the installation of new lights is imminent.
During the October half term holiday the Chapel was transformed into
an exhibition space. The display “Collaborate” inspired textiles, drama
and art. Spearheaded by Dr Megan Dennis resources were used to
engage with a different audience. The programme of engagement and
exhibition was planned for 2017 “Rural Lives” would begin with an
inspiration day for interested groups.
The Engineering volunteer teams had cleaned and restored some of
the machines in the Laundry, which was funded by the Arts Council
Preservation of Industrial and Scientific Material fund. It was hoped
that these machines will be used on Event days.
Social Media presence remained a key priority for Gressenhall. With
3065 Facebook likes, 4608 Twitter followers and 38 Instagram
followers staff were encouraged to support this by supplying content
and images. The site was again awarded the Certificate of Excellence
in 2016 by Trip Advisor.
The Museum continued to explore additional commercial activities. To
date there have been 2 Wedding Receptions held at the site and 1
ceremony. For 2017 there were 4 bookings confirmed with more for
2018. These private hire functions did not detract from the other
events held at the museum but generated additional income.
Cllr Richmond queried if there was a way the Museum could
encourage Facebook followers to link up with Instagram so photos
could be shared. Hannah Jackson confirmed that Instagram was a
new platform to be used by the Museum and they were looking at how
the 2 sites could be linked.
The Friends of Gressenhall continued to support the Museum. They
were currently identifying funding sources to carry out renovation work
on the Farmer’s Foundry engine which previously formed part of the
Bygones Collection at Holkham Hall.
4
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Members had been invited to an evening event to explore the work of
bees and a further evening on the history of magic had been arranged
for 2017.
The bookshop continued to be supported by the Friends and displays
were being themed by volunteers to link in with events at the
Museum.
There were currently 120 volunteers on site. The Heritage lottery fund
enables recording of hours – 9750 hours were recorded in 2016.
There had been a recent family volunteering opportunity. Families
could come together to pack up collections. 54 people attended for 1
hour sessions. The only negative feedback received was that families
wished they had a longer session.
Cllr Richmond questioned whether the “Shine a Light” project had
finished. Dr Hanley confirmed this was funded as a limited project.
Housed in the Norfolk Collections Center items had been rebadged
and guided tours of the collection could be arranged.
Cllr Clarke queried if 120 volunteers was a constant or a peak. Dr
Hanley advised that Gressenhall was a model for service delivery with
volunteers. 120 was right for Gressenhall. They had clear role
descriptions for volunteers. The “Voices from the Workhouse” saw
different people who were available for a set amount of time for a
specific project.
Cllr Ward queried if there was a Young history group at Gressenhall.
Dr Hanley confirmed there was a time limited Youth Forum at
Northgate High School. Work was underway to look at project funding
to enable transport to the museum.
School Visit numbers were high. Through feedback the sessions are
constantly evolving. Bookings for 2017 are strong. The “once upon a
time” day aimed at 5-7 year olds is fully booked. A new Key Stage 1
event “Time” had been designed to offer different experiences of time
through the eyes of Christopher High. (One of the new statues at the
front of the museum depict Christopher High). The Learning team
were delighted to have received a letter from a teacher requesting a
bespoke session for young people with complex needs on Ancient
Greece. “Greekenhall” was designed and successfully delivered.
Norfolk Museum Services had been successful in their bid for a
Grants for Arts to work with Sinfonia Viva a nationally recognised
orchestra. This would see local choirs and music groups working with
writers and producers culminating in a performance at Gressenhall in
June.
During the Summer Gressenhall hosted 2 Professional Internship
Programme (PIP) placements. A new PIP student would start in
September 2017.
5
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The site continues to be registered with NCC as a Care Farm.
Cllr Clarke wished to commend what the site does as a Care Farm, he
believes it to be very beneficial.
Hannah Jackson presented the visitor figures. She highlighted the
decrease in April, was due to the cancellation of the Spring Fair event
as a result of Storm Katie. She commented that figures for August
were very good.
Dr Hanley pointed out that as the current financial year did not include
the Easter weekend figures would be affected. Visitor figures were
record breaking and although with the absence of Easter these figures
were unlikely to be improved upon.The school visit figures had
increased through a lot of hard work from the Learning Team to
deliver more sessions.
7/17 ANCIENT HOUSE, MUSEUM OF THETFORD LIFE
Oliver Bone presented the report from Ancient House Museum.
As part of the Thetford remembers project, funded by Heritage Lottery
there have been several events looking at Thetford experiences of
WW1. The final event was the opening of the commemorative garden
in Kings House gardens. Ancient House had been invited to be part of
the Beacon lighting event in 2018.
The last main exhibition had been “Flint Rocks” which showcased the
different aspects of flint. It received support from other groups
donating objects to display.
The current exhibition focussed on the story of Thetford Pulp Ware.
This distinctive local industry worked in a very green way, using power
from the river it pulped recycled materials to produce new products.
This exhibition would run through to December 2017. The new
exhibition will be “Hand Made” where a lot of different types of
material will be displayed.
Work was currently underway on a feasibility study to redevelop one
of the rooms located upstairs to incorporate displays relating to the
Maharajah Duleep Singh and his family.
Melissa Hawker presented the Learning section of the report.
As part of the Learning Activity programme for the summer holiday a
variety of Museum trails were used to encourage exploration of the
museum on a particular theme. Upon completion of the trail the visitor
received a small prize. A Loyalty card was available to promote
additional visits and a free trail was given upon completion of the card.
There are many different clubs at Ancient House. A “mini museum
club” was held for the under 5s monthly on a Thursday, History Club
for children in Year 1 and above was held on a Wednesday after
school and Teenage History Club aimed at 12-19 year olds was held
on a Friday after school. In addition Discovery Day family activity
events were held on certain Tuesdays during school holidays. These
6
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focussed on different areas of the museum and included costumed
characters.
As part of the “Flint Rocks” project the teenage History Club had been
working with teenagers in Nagawa in Japan. In 2015 the group went
to visit them in Japan and in 2016 15 Japanese teenagers visited
Thetford as part of the East meets West project.
Takeover day – This gave young people a taste of adult life and jobs.
Ancient House had been awarded a Gold Commendation for
participating in the Children’s commissioner’s Takeover Challenge.
The Museum also took part in the “Teen Twitter Takeover day”
teenagers were responsible for “tweeting” throughout the day,
connections were made with the Time and Tide Museum, The
Oriental Museum in Durham and followers in Canada.
Talks on a variety of subjects organised by the “Friends” were
ongoing. An event was held each month with the exception of August
and December. Some of these talks were already fully booked.
It was hoped the Textiles group that meet at the Museum would be
involved in the new “Handmade” exhibition. It was hoped the Spinning
and Knitting group at Ancient house can link with the sheep and
volunteer dyers teams at Gressenhall.
The Museum was very reactive to the needs of teachers and
proactive in their delivery of events. To date there had been 1500
school children visit the museum, Some Year 9 students from
Thetford Academy took inspiration from the “Flint Rocks” exhibition
and created their own interpretation in clay, textiles etc. this formed
part of their Art GCSE studies and the work was displayed at the
Museum.
Cllr Ward queried if group visitors were recorded as individual visitors.
Melissa Hawker confirmed each visitor to the Museum is recorded as
an individual visitor.
Cllr Clarke asked if a Loyalty card was something worth exploring at
other sites. Dr Hanley confirmed a number of sites had their own
scheme, the “real” loyalty card was the museum pass. However each
site had their own initiatives and flexibility to work locally.
MH advised the Trail loyalty scheme was beneficial to visitors as the
trails were an additional fee to the entrance fee.
The Museum had featured on Look East as part of the Grimes Graves
report. The Thetford 100 Artefacts remained a monthly feature in the
Thetford and Brandon Times, which was a fantastic opportunity to
publicise events. Social Media is also working well, currently with
2338 Twitter followers and 534 likes on Facebook. The Museum took
part in the Museum Mash up day, an American initiative that saw
museums linking up globally.
The Museum was awarded the 2015 EDP Tourism award for Best
Norfolk Attraction for under 50,000 visitors.
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It was noted that the small team of volunteers continued with the
behind the scenes work and learning delivery.
The current Museums trainee, Imogen Clark, was coming to the end
of her traineeship/ A new trainee would be based at both Ancient
House Museum and Lynn Museum, Kings Lynn from April 2017. The
Teaching Museum trainee programme was funded by Arts Council
England.
In August the Museum hosted its first Civil Partnership Ceremony.
As part of the Norwich Castle exhibition of Dolls Houses Dan Morgan
had worked with the afterschool club to help make a contribution.
“Small Stories” allowed the children to design their dream rooms. 23
were exhibited in total and from all the entrants Mitchell’s room based
on Norwich City Football Club was chosen, Dan helped to create a 3d
model of the room.
Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man – The Museum had acquired the 1791
edition of Rights of Man. A striking and powerful book that survived
the French Revolution. The Portuguese ambassador joined the
presentation party.
8/17 NEXT MEETING
The date of the next meeting was confirmed as 19th July 2017 at
2.00pm to be held at Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse. It was noted
that prior to the start of the meeting a tour of the Museum would be
available to Members.
The meeting closed at 16:00pm

CHAIRMAN
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If you need this report in large print, audio, Braille,
alternative format or in a different language please
contact Oliver Bone on 01842 752599 and we will do
our best to help
BRECKLAND
AREA MUSEUMS COMMITTEE
19 July 2017

Item No.

ANCIENT HOUSE, MUSEUM OF THETFORD LIFE REPORT
Report by the Curator
This report provides information on activities at
Ancient House, Museum of Thetford Life from
March 2017 to June 2017

1. Exhibitions and associated events
1.1
Thetford Remember 1914 – 1918
Commemorative events
The Museum was involved in a town-wide programme of commemorative
events focussed on the anniversaries of 1914, 1915 and 1916.
The Town Council is planning to be part of Battle’s Over a nation-wide
evening beacon event to mark the centenary of the Armistice on November
11th 2018. A number of other Norfolk communities are also getting involved.
The Ancient House Museum will be contributing to this with a display of the
knitted Field of Poppies exhibit with one poppy representing each of the
Thetford’s fallen. The Museum is also involved in early plans for an event in
the summer of 2019 to mark the peace and aftermath of the First World War.
1.2

Flint Rocks! Exhibition and Breaking New Ground

Last year’s ‘Flint Rocks!’ exhibition covered the geology, social history,
archaeology, art and craft of flint and featured unusual aspects of the material
such as its use to make Wedgwood teapots, flint sounds from a flint
‘lithophone’, and production of sculpted flint dogs.
This exhibition was the Museum’s main contribution to the Breaking New
Ground set of projects supported by the Heritage Lottery Fund working to
conserve and interpret the special character of the Brecks area at the heart of
Norfolk and Suffolk. In addition to the temporary exhibition at the museum
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two interpretive pop-up panels have been made by the Museum (Flint Rocks
on tour). These are now available for taking out and about to other venues.
Museum staff continues to work with the Breaking New Ground project. The
Museum is promoting the new Brecks Earth heritage trail (also available as a
phone app), the Museum Curator is part of the curatorial board for the Journal
of Breckland Studies, and attended the recent Revealing the Heritage of the
Brecks conference at the Carnegie Rooms, Thetford. At this event, ideas were
proposed for a second phase of Breaking New Ground with a new bid planned
to the Heritage Lottery Fund with a focus on the ‘Wet Brecks’ including the
rivers of the area and riverine settlements such as Thetford. Museum staff
were also interviewed as part of the formal evaluation of the project as a
whole.
1.3
Pulp, Pin Trays Pails and Pots, the story of Thetford Pulp Ware
exhibition
The current main exhibition in the Museum’s programme opened on the 16th
December 2016 with a stakeholders opening event on the 3rd February 2017.
The display focuses on the story of Thetford Pulp Ware, a distinctive local
industry.
Thetford Pulp Ware was made in the town’s Pulp Works from 1879 until the
1950s. In many ways a green industry, it used power from the river to pulp up
recycled materials such as old jute bags to make useful articles for the home,
for shops and for industry. Decorated with a variety of colourful paint finishes,
the products were lightweight, durable and waterproof. They were used for all
sorts of purposes including washing-up bowls, baby baths and buckets.
During the Second World War Churchill’s secret documents were brought
under armed guard to Thetford’s Pulp Mill. There they were then transformed
into items such as baby baths or fuel tanks for fighter planes. Also during the
war, pulp ware was made into decoys to fool the enemy and the fake pulp
soldiers became known as the Thetford Army.
From the start the company made safety helmets. There is a testimonial in an
early catalogue from a man who unfortunately had a weight of half a
hundredweight (50kg) dropped from four feet onto his head. Luckily he was
wearing a pulp ware helmet and although the helmet had to be forcibly
removed the man lived to tell the tale. The company made helmets right
through the last century and after a change of names from the Patent Pulp
Manufacturing Company Ltd. the company continues business in Thetford as
Centurion Safety Products. The Museum has been in touch with Centurion
during the production of the exhibition and has arranged with permission for a
new line of postcards on sale in the museum shop.
This exhibition will run through until December 2017. Exhibitions at Ancient
House are funded by Arts Council England as part of the support given to
Norfolk Museums Service
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2

Forthcoming Displays

2.1
Duleep Singh Gallery Feasibility
Feasibility work is being undertaken for making a new display in one of the
upstairs rooms at Ancient House to make more of the unusual connections
between the Museum and the Maharajah Duleep Singh and his family,
especially his son Prince Frederick Duleep Singh. A number of private
donations have been received towards this project totally approximately
£2,500. A recent gift of a portrait of the Maharajah is planned to be included in
the displays. The Museum is working on a project to create a Festival-ePunjab to take place in the town in July next year. This will be an opportunity
for further consultation on the display plans. A project team is working on
developing a bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund to cover the costs of this project.
2.2 Handmade Exhibition
Work is underway on planning the new temporary exhibition at Ancient House,
this time focussing on the craftsmanship of artefacts in the museum
collections. The display will cover different materials with sections on textiles,
ceramics, wood, metal and stone. The exhibition will open in December 2017.
2.3 Adjustment to the Thomas Paine display
Museum staff are to update the Thomas Paine display case to incorporate the
Droits de L’Homme (Rights of Man) book presented to the Ancient House in
February.
3

Learning with Adults, Children and Young People

3.1
Activities for children and Families
The Museum continues to offer a varied programme of holiday activities for
members of the public, including craft events and trails. In addition the
museum’s after school History Club, Teenage History Club and monthly
Museum Club continue to be offered.
On the night of the 28th April, the Museum provided a Night at the Museum
sleepover event for 4th Old Catton Brownies group.
A 2017 events flier has been printed to promote the programme of activities to
children and families. During the school holidays the Ancient House Museum
continues to offer a popular programme of themed gallery discovery trails,
with a new trail available for each week of the school holidays. Recent trails
have included a Hopping Mad Easter trail and a Taste the Past trail.
3.2
Talks programme, in association with the Friends of the Museum
A programme of illustrated talks continues to be offered at Ancient House
Museum on Tuesday afternoons. Recent topics have included Recent Finds
from Norfolk by Julie Shoemark Attendances average 15-25 and a number of
talks are often delivered by NMS staff.
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3.3
Textile groups
The Museum continues to hold Knit and Knatter sessions at the Museum. A
spinning group also meets at the Museum on a regular basis and offers
demonstrations to visitors. The knitting group made a knitted tricycle which
was displayed at the Forum in Norwich as part of their Makers Month event.
The group was also treated to a visit to Gressenhall, which they thoroughly
enjoyed.
3.4
Schools
The Museum continues to offer a wide range of learning opportunities for
schools. Delivery of the sessions is typically by a combination of museum
staff, experienced freelancers and volunteers. A tried and tested format is to
offer a ‘carousel’ of activities around the building with groups of schoolchildren
moving between the activities such as object handling, drama, craft and food.
Recent activities have included a visit by Town Close School, Norwich for a
day learning about the Maharajah Duleep Singh, an ‘outreach to the UK’ day
at Lakenheath Middle School, and leading the delivery of an Archaeology Day
at Thetford Grammar School.
4

Ancient House and the Media

4.1
Antiques Road Trip
The Museum has been approached to appear on the BBC’s Antiques Road
Trip, this time focussing on the story of Thomas Paine. There could be an
opportunity to show the recently acquired early French edition of Rights of
Man as part of this programme. Filming will take place in the summer with
transmission later in the year or into 2018. Last time the Museum was
featured this led to additional people coming to visit.
4.2 Thetford in 100 Artefacts, monthly column in Thetford and Brandon
Times
Staff at the Ancient House continue with their project in partnership with
Rebecca from the EDP’s Thetford and Brandon Times to write a monthly
column. Entitled Thetford in a Hundred Artefacts, recent pieces have included
a medieval gold ring and a prehistoric perforated stone mace. The article
provides an opportunity to highlight objects from the museum collections and
to promote forthcoming museum events.
4.3
Social media
The Museum continues to develop its social media presence with Twitter and
Facebook accounts. At time of writing, the Museum currently has 2,481
Twitter followers and 551 likes on Facebook.
The Museum joined other museums across the world for #MuseumWeek in
June with posts about Stories, Food, Travel, Women, Heritage, Music and
Sport, drawing upon the collections people and activities associated with the
museum and the history of the area. Other social media events the Ancient
House participated in were #internationalWomensDay and #DayofFacts. In
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the summer there will be another Teenage History Club twitter Takeover Day
in association with Kids in Museums.
5

Other Museum Developments

5.1
Volunteers
A small team of volunteers meet on a weekly basis in the Museum. Volunteers
have continued with a programme of documentation work involving the
photographing and cataloguing of some of the recent acquisitions. The team’s
work enhances and illustrates the museum catalogue available online through the
museum service’s collections website.
Volunteers also contribute to the Learning work through delivery of the Mini Museum
Club for the under 5s, the delivery of sessions for schools and preparing resource
boxes for learning activities.
5.3 Friends of the Museum
The Friends of the Museum continue to support the Museum through fundraising and
promoting the Museum in the town. The Friends committee has organised social
events and an outing to Sutton Hoo, thanks to a bequest to the Friends from former
chair, John Rogers.
5.2 Museum Trainee Scheme
During 2017 - 2018, the Ancient House Museum is once again hosting a 12month traineeship provided through the NMS Teaching Museum programme,
funded by Arts Council England. Imogen Clarke, one of 6 hosted by the
museums service as a whole finished in April and has now started a job at the
Fan Museum, Greenwich as Curatorial Assistant. Our new Trainee is Sam
Bellotti who has settled in very well and will be undertaking a range of
museum work to gain experience for his future career.
6

Visitor Numbers

6.1

Up to date visitor figures will be circulated at the meeting.

7

Resource implications

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Finance
Property
Staff
Information Technology

8

Recommendations:

None
None
None
None

That the Area Museums Committee notes the report
Originator of report:
Oliver Bone
Curator
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Ancient House Museum of Thetford Life
Tel: 01842 752599
e-mail: oliver.bone@norfolk.gov.uk
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If you need this report in large print, audio, Braille,
alternative format or in a different language please
contact Hannah Jackson on 01362 869254 and we
will do our best to help
BRECKLAND
AREA MUSEUMS COMMITTEE
19 July 2017

Item No.

GRESSENHALL FARM AND WORKHOUSE REPORT
Report by the Operations Manager – West
This report provides information on activities at Gressenhall Farm
and Workhouse from March 2017 to June 2017.

1. Events and Activities
1.1

Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse opened for the main 2017 season
on Sunday 5 March and will close on Sunday 29 October 2017.

1.2

Throughout 2017, Gressenhall continues to offer a broad programme of
events based around the four operational models:
 Special Event days – major events which require full event staffing
and set up, including the use of large parking fields. For 2017, these
are: Spring Fair, Rock ‘n’ Roll at Gressenhall, Village at War and
Apple Day. A premium ticket price applies on these days to reflect
the high level of activities taking place. Free admission continues to
be provided to Norfolk Museums Pass holders.
 Days with a Difference – smaller themed events such as Mother’s
Day and Gressenhall Goes Wild. These require smaller staffing
complement and utilise core parking. They are aimed to attract
audiences of 500-800 visitors. Again, they are free to Norfolk
Museums Pass holders.
 Norfolk School Holiday activities – extra themed activities delivered
each day of the Norfolk School holidays, with minimal increase in
staffing. Free to Norfolk Museums Pass holders.
 Ticketed Events – pre-booked and pre-paid events. For 2017,
these include the murder mystery event A Murder Most Novel.
These style of events, held outside of standard opening hours or of
the main season, offered a reduced charge to Norfolk Museums
Pass holders.

1.3

During the period covered by this report, these events have included:
Special Event Days:
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Spring Fair (1,263 visitors)
Rock ‘n’ Roll at Gressenhall (1,395 visitors)

Days with a Difference:
 Mother’s Day (597 visitors)
 Gressenhall Goes Wild (743 visitors)
 Open Farm Sunday (2,036 visitors – free admission to the farm;
whole site offered at £2.50 per person)
 Big Boys’ Toys (478 visitors)
Norfolk School Holiday Activities:
 Easter Holidays: Gressenhall Goes Wild (5,125 visitors)
 Summer Half Term – Toys and Tunes! (2,086 visitors)
Pre-booked:
 A Murder Most Novel (116 over the two evenings)
In addition to these activities, the museum organised an additional
event to help promote the new Workhouse displays. Lottery Players’
Preview took place on Sunday 19 March, at the start of the new
season. This event offered a range of workhouse themed activities and
the chance to meet costumed characters, with free admission to
National Lottery ticket holders. This was designed as a thank you to
those who had bought tickets and had consequently supported the
work of the Heritage Lottery Fund and, through this, the Voices from
the Workhouse redevelopment. The event was positively received with
628 on site, of which exactly 500 came through for free with a National
Lottery Ticket – 317 adults and 183 children. This is a great figure for
a grey day in March. An average for our established Mother’s Day
event is around 440.
The Gressenhall Visitor Services Team asked the public on this day if
they had been to Gressenhall before. Remarkably 137 visitors said that
they had never visited before, and the perception from across the site
was that a significant number of those returning to Gressenhall were
coming back after a fair few years.
Future events include Story Festival on Sunday 9 July, which will
feature two performances of Alice in Wonderland by the Strange
Fascination Theatre Company, six weeks of daily summer activities
and Village at War during the August Bank Weekend.
1.4

These events continue to attract Norfolk Museums Pass holders and to
act as a driver to further pass sales. By way of an example, at the
Spring Fair event on Bank Holiday Monday 1 May, 56% of visitors were
Norfolk Museums Pass holders or Friends of Gressenhall. During the
day, a further 13 Norfolk Museums Passes were sold.

1.5

The costs of delivering and marketing the Gressenhall event
programme continues to be subsidised with funding from the Arts
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Council England (ACE) as part of the 2015-18 Major Partner Museum
ACE business plan.
1.6

The Gressenhall events programme is promoted via a specific piece of
print, as well as an increased programme of digital marketing including
Facebook adverts and the museums own social media presence.

2. Other Museum Developments
2.1

Following the successful grant award of £1.47m (79%) from the
Heritage Lottery Fund for the Voices from the Workhouse project, the
redeveloped workhouse spaces were formally launched last July. A
further marketing push was made at the start of the 2017 main season,
with the creation and distribution of a specific piece of print. The
second phase of this project is well underway, focusing on the first floor
Collections Gallery. The gallery was opened as a ‘work in progress’ to
visitors for May Half Term, since which work has continued whilst
remaining open. The majority of this installation will be completed for
the Summer Holidays with the displays on the mesh panels installed in
the autumn. Ultimately, around 2,000 items from the museum’s rural
life collections will be incorporated into the new themed displays.

2.2

As part of the new Collections Gallery, a dedicated temporary
exhibition space has been created to house an annual show. The
2017 exhibition is entitled Rural Lives and includes photographs of
Norfolk people from the past and also from today through the work of
contemporary photographer J. A. Mortram.

2.3

Building on the success of last year’s Collaborate programme, which
saw the museum working with a wide range of creative individuals and
groups, a successor programme has been launched for the 2017
season. This year’s theme is Rural Lives, taking inspiration from the
temporary exhibition as well as the wider displays in the Collections
Gallery. An inspiration day for interested parties was held in May, with
an exhibition of the resulting creations planned for October Half Term.
Last year’s exhibition featured items from a variety of disciplines
including music, computer graphics, painting, textile art, 3D sculptures,
creative writing photography and academic research. More information
can be found on the Collaborate blog
https://collaboratewithgressenhall.wordpress.com

2.4

A grant of £19,788 has been secured from the Arts Council England
Preservation of Industrial and Scientific Material PRISM fund, to restore
the Farmers’ Foundry engine boiler (formerly part of the Bygones
Collection at Holkham) back to working use. The restoration of the
Farmers’ Foundry will bring steam power back to Gressenhall for
summer 2018. This engine was manufactured by the Farmer’s
Foundry Company, Great Ryburgh, just seven miles from Gressenhall
Farm and Workhouse. The portable steam engine was used to power
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a range of different processes including threshing work, corn-mills,
centrifugal pumps, stone-crushers, dynamos, chaff-cutters, hay-balers
and saw benches.
2.5

Maintaining and growing a strong Social Media presence remains a key
priority for Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse and the site has four
Social Media Champions to ensure the regular publishing of interesting
content on Facebook and Twitter. All staff are encouraged to support
this, supplying content and images. These Champions also respond to
enquiries and reviews made via these channels, Trip Advisor and
Google Reviews. At the end of June 2017 the museum had 3,418
Facebook likes and 4,954 Twitter followers. A Pinterest account has
also been established with a wide range of boards including ‘Weddings
at Gressenhall’. An Instagram page has also been established and
currently has 618 followers. Furthermore, Gressenhall continues to
generate regular blogs about work taking place at the museum. The
site has been awarded a Certificate of Excellence from the influential
TripAdvisor website.
To connect with Gressenhall, please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/GressenhallFW
https://twitter.com/GressenhallFW
https://www.pinterest.com/gressenhallfwh/
https://www.instagram.com/gressenhall_fw/?hl=en
https://gressenhallfw.wordpress.com/
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Gressenhall_Farm_and_Workhouse

2.6

Gressenhall continues to develop a range of commercial activities as a
means of generating income, including room and venue hire. Four
weddings are planned for the 2017 season, building on the highly
positive feedback following last year’s ceremonies and receptions.
Following an open day in the spring, more bookings have been made
for 2018 and an application for renewal of the weddings licence has
been made. The aim is to deliver a high quality offer whilst ensuring
that such bookings do not detract from key museum activities.

3. Friends and Volunteers
3.1 The Friends of Gressenhall AGM took place on 15 June 2017 at
Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse.
3.2 The Friends of Gressenhall continue to support a range of activities across
the site including significant levels of funding towards the upkeep of the
Suffolk Punch horses. In recent months, the Friends have funded the
creation of new con rods for the 1899 Panhard et Levassor motor car. An
examination by an aerospace engineering company with a history of
working with veteran cars had revealed a number of hairline cracks within
the metal structure of the rods. Although not visible to the naked eye the
presence of these cracks within the microscopic structure of the metal
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demonstrated that they had been severely weakened by repeated cycles
of heat and cool and physical movement whilst the car was being
operated. The rods are due to be delivered back to site in the coming
weeks, with the aim of the car being fully operational later this summer.
3.3 An illustrated talk on the History of Magic was given by the Rev Peter Fox
on Friday, 28 April, 2017, as part of a special evening event for Friends of
Gressenhall.
3.4 The Friends continue to operate the Gressenhall second hand bookshop,
generating income for the Friends. Recruitment of a new team of active
Bookshop volunteers has helped to ensure that new donations are
processed daily and the shelves tidied. Income from this shop continues
to grow.
3.5 The Gressenhall Curator Dr Megan Dennis continues to co-ordinate,
manage and develop the volunteer teams at Gressenhall. Around 120
volunteers are currently active on site, organised into a number of
specialist teams. Volunteer hours are currently being recorded to provide
HLF contribution in kind match funding for the Voices from the Workhouse
project. During 2016, the volunteers across the site gave over 9,750 hours
of time to support the museum.
3.6 In recognition of Megan’s hard work with the volunteers at Gressenhall, we
were delighted that she received the highly commended accolade in the
Volunteer Manager category at the recent SHARE Museums East
Volunteer Awards. Certificates were also awarded to Gressenhall’s
Annabel Padgett, who volunteers on the farm, and the volunteer
Gardening Team, reflecting their hard work and dedicated support of
Gressenhall.
3.7 A new programme of ‘task volunteering’ options are now promoted weekly
to our volunteer database. These provide opportunities for individuals who
would like to engage with the museum but are unable to commit to a
regular weekly slot. The uptake on these requests from across the site
has been highly positive, and this is an area which we are looking to
develop further.
4 Learning & Outreach
4.1 The museum continues to be popular with school visits and over 10,500
children from across Norfolk and beyond visited last year. Bookings for
the autumn are already looking strong, which is incredibly positive given
the additional budgetary pressures being felt by schools.
4.2 This June, the Gressenhall Learning Team once again worked in
partnership with Norfolk Fostering and Adoption Services on a family fun
day for looked after and adopted children. This year's theme was Pirates
and the museum site was brought to life with costumed characters, fun
challenges, trails and art activities. This event is now an established day
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in the calendar, providing much-needed opportunities for the children to
make positive memories with their foster and adoptive families. In the
friendly environment of our museum, the children can also catch up with
old friends, carers and other familiar faces whilst making new friends with
other children who have similar experiences as them. This year’s event
attracted over 300 visitors.
4.3 Last year, NMS and Norfolk Arts Service were successful in a Grants for
the Arts funding bid to Arts Council England, for a project to be delivered in
partnership with Sinfonia Viva, a nationally recognised orchestra. This
project reached fruition on 7 and 8 June with two open-air performances at
Gressenhall, attended by enthusiastic crowds. The performances were a
culmination of a unique £90,000 choral and creative writing project which
brought together celebrated composer James Redwood, poet Lucy
Sheerman and Sinfonia Viva with local communities to create an original
oratorio inspired by the stories of those whose lives were shaped by the
workhouse. Groups of singers animated different spaces inside the
workhouse with all performers coming together for an open air
performance with a professional orchestra and soloists in the workhouse
courtyard.
4.4 Gressenhall continues to be registered with NCC as a Care Farm. The
site is currently offering funded work-based placements to a number of
adults with learning difficulties.
5 Visitor numbers
5.1 Visitor figures for the period will be circulated at the meeting.
6 Resource implications
(a)
Finance
(b)
Property
(c)
Staff
(d)
Information Technology

None
None
None
None

7 Recommendations:
7.1 That the Area Museums Committee notes the report
Originator of report:
Hannah Jackson
Operations Manager - West
Norfolk Museums Service
Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse, Gressenhall, Dereham, Norfolk NR20 4DR
Tel: 01362 869254
e-mail: hannah.jackson@norfolk.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 10

AREA MUSEUMS COMMITTEE
19 July 2017
Item no:

Norfolk Museums Service
Collections Review and Rationalisation Programme 2015-18
A report by the Head of Museums
Executive Summary
As part of its strategy to review service needs and reduce costs Norfolk
Museums Service (NMS) has an ongoing Collections Review &
Rationalisation programme whereby collections are reviewed on a regular
basis, and those which are not suitable for future display or study needs may
be found alternative homes.
The programme follows best practice as advised by Arts Council England’s
Museums Accreditation Standard and the Museums Association’s Code of
Ethics standards of which have been incorporated into the NMS Collections
Development Policy. The outline of which is noted in Annex 1
Recommendations:
Committee Members are asked to consider and approve the rationalisation of:


1

The Gressenhall Farm & Workhouse items listed in Annex 2

Executive summary
This report asks Committee Members to consider and approve the
rationalisation of museum collections identified by staff as falling
outside of NMS’ Collections Development Policy.

1.1

Background

1.1.1 NMS’ ongoing Collections Review & Rationalisation Programme
assesses collections for their relevance and cultural significance.
Those that are not suitable for the future display or study needs of
NMS may be found alternative homes, usually retaining them within a
publicly-accessible domain. This is done with the aim of:




Reducing NMS’ accommodation needs to the minimum necessary
for the safe and accessible storage of collections, in order to
reduce the financial and staffing burden of collections care
Ensuring that all collections are accessible and used on a regular
basis for the benefit of the public
Improves the care of the collections it retains

Area Museums Committee Collections Review & Rationalisation Report, July 2017
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Ensuring that those collections which are not key to the mission of
NMS are cared for and made accessible by other organisations

The methods by which collections are rationalised are set out in Annex 1.
The programme was considered and approved by the Norfolk Joint Museums
& Archaeology Committee on 14 January 2011.

2

Collections Review Programme

1.2

The objects listed in Annex 2 are from the Gressenhall Farm and
Workhouse Collections and recommended for rationalisation by the
methods proposed against each object.

1.3

The objects listed have been scrutinised and approved by NMS’
internal Rationalisation Committee which comprises the Chief Curator,
the departmental Curator, Collections Development Manager,
Collections Documentation Officer, the Senior Conservation Officer and
the Registrar. Every effort will be made to find these objects a home in
another museum or cultural institution.

3

Resource Implications

3.1
Finance
3.1.1 The Review & Rationalisation Programme is fully funded through Arts
Council England’s Major Partner Museums funding. There are no other
revenue implications.

4

Other Implications

4.1
Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)
4.1.1 The NMS Service Plan places diversity, equality and community
cohesion at the heart of service development and service delivery. It
aims to ensure that activities included in the service plan are
accessible to diverse groups in Norfolk and that all policies, practices
and procedures undergo equality impact assessment.
These assessments help the Service focus on meeting the needs of
customers in relation to age, disability, gender, race, religion & belief
and sexual orientation.
4.1.2 This review of collections aims to improve accessibility. Principles of
representation and equality will guide the selection of objects for
Area Museums Committee Collections Review & Rationalisation Report, July 2017
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rationalisation, which will all be offered in the first instance to other
Accredited museums.
4.2
Health and Safety Implications
4.2.1 The rationalisation programme will improve health and safety
conditions for staff by removing risks inherent in overcrowded stores.

5

Section 17 – Crime and Disorder Act

5.1

NMS is working hard to help address the issues of social exclusion,
one of the key triggers for crime and disorder. NMS provides services
that are accessible to local people, encourage participation in cultural
activities by people who are at risk of offending, engage offenders
through a range of cultural projects, assist schools in improving pupil
attainment and deliver opportunities to increase the number of people
who are in education, employment or training.
Through these and many other projects the NMS is using its resources
to contribute towards reducing crime and disorder in Norfolk.

6

Recommendation or Action Required

6.1

The Joint Museums Committee is asked to consider and recommend
for rationalisation:


the Gressenhall Farm and Workhouse items listed in Annex 2

Officer Contact
If you have any questions about matters contained in this paper please get in
touch with:
Steve Miller
Head of Norfolk Museums Service
Community Services Department
Tel: 01603 493620
Email: steve.miller@norfolk.gov.uk
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If you need this report in large print, audio, Braille,
alternative format or in a different language please
contact 0344 800 8020 or 0344 800 8011 (textphone)
and we will do our best to help.
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Annex 1: Strategy for Rationalising NMS Collections
1.

Introduction

As part of a regular programme of good collections care all museum
collections will be reviewed to ensure that objects conform to standards of
high priority and top quality. Material which does not conform will be disposed
of. This paper sets out how the review will be undertaken. The key elements
of the process outlined below are required under the Museum Accreditation
Scheme, Arts Council England’s standards scheme for museums that ensure
good practice is followed in all publicly-funded museums.
The policy of NMS is to preserve and interpret Norfolk's history while also
providing a window on the world for the people of Norfolk. NMS has rich and
diverse collections and is ranked within the top 2.5% of non-national
Accredited museums. These collections are held in trust on behalf of current
and future generations. Those housed in the Castle Museum & Art Gallery
and the Norwich Castle Study Centre have been Designated by the DCMS as
being of national significance; only 50 out of over 2,000 Accredited museums
have received this distinction.
Collecting within NMS is undertaken in accordance with the Collections
Development Policy, which is reviewed and approved by Committee every
five years (last revised in July 2015). This sets out the strengths of the
collections, areas for future collecting and constraints on collecting, such as
resources, space such as resources, space and expertise. Cromer Museum,
for instance, will only acquire material that provides information about the
history of Cromer not currently held within the museum. Thus, duplicates or
material that is historic but not otherwise interesting or informative, will not be
acquired.
This does not preclude collecting outside the terms of the Collections
Development Policy in exceptional cases, such as the West Runton elephant,
which is within the terms of the Policy but of unusual size and national
importance. A similar exception is the famous teapot collection of over 3,000
examples, which is a nationally-important collection without parallel elsewhere
in the country and supports the study of styles in ceramic design.

2.

Using Collections

The Core Collections fall into three categories, with different levels of
access:
1. Display material represents the best or most significant items in the
collections and is easily accessible by all people visiting the museums.
Gallery displays are highly interpreted to attract the interest of the general
visitor and, hopefully, enthuse them. The Egyptology collection at Norwich
Area Museums Committee Collections Review & Rationalisation Report, July 2017
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Castle, for example, provides an interesting display for the general visitor
and an important resource for schools, which are able to study this part of
the national curriculum from real objects in their local museum.
2. Study collections provide depth for people who want to learn more about
a specific subject. The emphasis is on presenting as many objects as
possible for study. Study facilities are provided at the Collections Study
Centres at Shirehall and Gressenhall. Objects are either freely accessible
when a museum is open, on open storage (easily accessible with an
appointment or on regular open days) or in study rooms (open on set days
a week).
3. Long-term research material is needed as evidence for current or future
research and only needs to be available on an appointment basis. This
can be contained in high density storage, thereby making the most cost
effective use of space. Some of this material may duplicate other
collections but museums have a responsibility to future research to ensure
that important evidence is not destroyed unnecessarily. New analysis
techniques are being developed all the time and often unprepossessing
archaeological samples can provide important information. A balance
needs to be struck between keeping enough for future needs but not so
much that there are no resources to do anything else.
Items not retained for the Core Collections are categorised as follows:
4. Working or demonstration material Objects are put to working use or
demonstration use at or on behalf of the museum. Items may require
sufficient restoration to satisfy health and safety requirements and
functionality. Work carried out on an object should take account of
presentation issues of object preservation or restoration within the
museum environment. Objects should be used under defined conditions
that are stated in their documentation.
5. Education, handling and loan collection Objects are included for
educational reference material only, including loans. There is an implied
deterioration through usage over time.
6. Set dressing Objects are used as set dressing for on-site activities of the
museum, following the principal of ultimate disposal through usage. They
may also be re-used to enable the restoration of working collections.
7. Dispersal Objects are transferred or (as a last resort) sold to other
organisations or individuals. NMS will follow Arts Council England’s
Accreditation and the Museums Association’s guidelines. There will be a
presumption that objects will be retained in the public domain and offered
initially to similar institutions at whichever location provides the best
balance of appropriate care, context and access.
8. Disposal Following Accreditation and Museums Association guidelines,
objects which have no other viable home or use are disposed of or reused
for restoring other objects or in creative projects.

3.

The Review & Rationalisation Programme
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The Review & Rationalisation Programme will particularly concentrate on
identifying material which falls into categories 3-8. Some material in category
2 may also be reviewed as it is likely that this group contains objects which,
over the years, have become surplus to requirements due to duplication within
NMS.
Material in category 1 will not be reviewed since this will have been assessed
when a decision was taken to put it on display. NMS has an ongoing
programme of renewing or refreshing displays which allows for changing
objects on display and assessing their importance.
3.1 First steps in the Rationalisation Programme
The Collections Development Manager will be responsible for the review
programme. Other staff to be involved include:
 Chief Curator
 Head of Conservation or Senior Conservator
 Staff with curatorial responsibility for collections at specific sites, e.g.
Curator of the museum
 Subject specialists
The first step will be to agree a review process and timetable with staff and
identify staff teams to carry out the review. The timetable will be affected by
major developments currently underway or in the planning cycle that will
determine the availability of staff.
3.2 Identifying material for rationalisation
NMS shall particularly examine material in the following categories to consider
them for rationalisation:















Does not fall within the current collecting policy.
Unethically acquired material.
Loan material no longer required for display.
Does not provide important information about Norfolk and its history.
Is irrelevant to the collection.
Has no reasonable expectation of being useful for display or research.
Is unaccessioned (i.e. has not been properly recorded).
Is unprovenanced (i.e. has no background information to provide a
context).
Is an unnecessary duplicate.
Is of poor quality compared with other examples in the collection.
Has deteriorated beyond any useful purpose (e.g. through decay or
infestation. This might be a textile item that has rotted or a natural
history specimen that has an infestation)
Poses a threat to other objects or people (e.g. by contamination. This
might be WW2 gas masks with degraded asbestos filters or radioactive
geological specimens).
Where there is no reasonable expectation that NMS will be able to
provide suitable levels of curation or collections care.
Is of good quality but would fit better into another museum's collection.
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May be more appropriate to the Norfolk Record Office or Norfolk
Library & Information Service.

Meeting one of the above criteria does not automatically condemn any object.
Each object will be considered on its merits. There may well be good reasons
why objects that fall into one or more of the above categories should be kept,
but they will be critically examined and justified.
3.3 Options for disposal
There are several ways in which material that is not suitable for NMS core
collections might continue to fulfil a useful purpose. The list below indicates
the methods of disposal which will be considered for each object, in
descending order of priority:











Transfer to another Accredited museum by gift
Repatriation to country of origin
Transfer to another public institution by gift
Return to donor or lender (if there are compelling reasons to do so)
Transfer to a handling collection for use with schools or the public
Re-used to enable the restoration and operation of working machinery,
which can be used to engage the public and demonstrate historic
practices
Set dressing to enhance museum displays
Charitable donation
Sale on the open market
Destruction (as a last resort)

3.4 Process for decision taking
The process for taking decisions about disposal is time consuming but it is
important to ensure that:
 all legal responsibilities are fulfilled,
 that the sensibilities of donors are respected,
 that the political views of the partners in the Joint Museums Agreement
are taken into account, and
 that the public retain confidence in NMS and Norfolk County Council as
trustees of Norfolk's heritage.
3.5 The process of selection for disposal will be as follows:
 Objects for disposal will be identified by staff with curatorial or
collections care responsibilities at each site, assisted by subject
specialists as appropriate
 Documentation will be checked to confirm that NMS is the legal owner
of the items and is legally free to dispose of them (for example, there
may be conditions attached to a bequest)
 The views of particularly interested groups or organisations will be
sought
 If material was acquired or conserved with grant aid, contact will be
made with the grant funding body to establish whether the funder has
any requirements or views on the disposal. Reimbursement of grant aid
Area Museums Committee Collections Review & Rationalisation Report, July 2017
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is a standard requirement unless the object is to be transferred as a gift
to another Accredited museum.
Permission for disposal will be sought from the Joint Museums
Committee

3.6 Process for disposal of accessioned material
Once the Joint Museums Committee has agreed the list of proposed
disposals the following steps will be taken:
 As required by the conditions of the Museum Accreditation Scheme, a
notice will be placed in the Museums Journal or its on-line equivalent,
and any other appropriate specialist publications, advertising the
availability of significant material to other Accredited museums.
 Direct contact will be made with any Accredited museums or other
public institutions which would have a particular interest in any of the
objects.
 If no Accredited museum is interested and the material was donated
within the last 20 years, attempts will be made to contact the donor to
return the item.
 Material in which no interest is expressed will be either sold or
otherwise disposed of, once all reasonable efforts to find it a new home
have been exhausted.
 Complete records of all transactions will be kept.
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Record number

Object simple name

Brief Description

Image

Disposal
Reasons

NMS
Committee
Recomendatio
ns

tub

'Sulfluid Household Ointment'; manufactured by Parker, Ward and
Co., London; round silver-coloured metal tub; early 20th century

Very poor condition. Disposal. Safely
Leaking. Ephithite, dispose of this item.
Lauren 31.7.2015

GRSRM : 1987.1.64.3

dressing

Orange paper packets, each containing a bandage. Label on paper
in black lettering reads 'W.O.W. BANDAGE B.P.C. GUARANTEED
BRITISH MADE. 2 INS x 4 YDS'. Issued to Shipdham branch of Red
Cross.

Duplicates. 2
Transfer. Offer to
retained for the
museums via
collection Ephithite, Museums Journal
Lauren 6.2.2017

GRSRM : 1987.1.84.3

towel

Hand towels made of heavy white cotton. A label sewn into bottom
left hand corner reads 'Trade Mark. Made in U.S.A. CANNON Color
Guaranteed Fast' with small cannon and cannonballs logo. Used by
Shipdham branch of Red Cross.

Duplicates. 2
Transfer. Offer to
retained for the
museums via
collection Ephithite, Museums Journal
Lauren 6.2.2017

GRSRM : 1993.77.1

churn

Wooden; cylindrical drum; flaps inside rotated by steel and wooden
handle

Duplicate. Other
Transfer. Offer to
examples within
museums via
collection have
Museums Journal
stronger
provenance of use.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

GRSRM : 1993.115

trough

Oak animal feed trough

Trough has no
Transfer. Offer to
provenance, it is in museums via
fairly poor condition Museums Journal
and is incredibly
difficult to store.
Ephithite, Lauren
3.4.2017
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GRSRM : 1986.116.16

Gressenhall collections

Page 1

Record number

Object simple name

Brief Description

Image

Disposal
Reasons

NMS
Committee
Recomendatio
ns

jar

Jar of tomatoes. In kilner screw top jar. Possibly bottled c 1948.

It is probable this
Disposal. Safely
object was never
dispose of this item.
accessioned into
the collection. It has
been given an
accession number
for the purpose of
disposal. This object
has no provenance
and is incomplete.
Ephithite, Lauren
25.2.2015

GRSRM : 2015.14.66

stove

Green and black three hob gas cooker. Silver metal plaque on front
reads 'Valor Taylor No 603'. Black circular metal part to side has
directions for use on it.

No provenance.
Transfer. Offer to
Similar to NWHCM : museums via
1980.278.5
Museums Journal
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

GRSRM : 2015.14.67

washing machine

Parnall washing machine, front loading with controls on the top.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : 2015.14.68

washing machine

Cream washing machine, 'Superheat, 'Wilkins Servis' on wheels with
mangle on top. Removable circular lid with red handle. Also red
rectangular handle to side of lid with 'Pull to start was' written on.
Black interior.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal
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GRSRM : 2015.2.52

Gressenhall collections

Page 2

Record number

Object simple name

Brief Description

Image

Disposal
Reasons

NMS
Committee
Recomendatio
ns

cooker

Electric cooker, enamelled grey and white with 4 legs. 'Just Electric
Always' size no 1. Made in England by 'Jackson'.

No provenance.
Very similar to
NWHCM : 1978.11
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : 2015.14.70

refrigerator

Concrete/enamelled brown fridge with glaze on outside, white inside.
4 shelf ledges.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : 2015.14.71

extractor

Metal cylinder with folding lid panels. Metal winding gear on the lid
with wooden handle, spout at base. Label on front reads 'E.H Taylor
limited. Beehive Works, Welwyn, Herts, England'. paper label
attached reads 'Lid of unaccessioned honey extractor. Donated by
Chris Smith, NRLM, Rest of extractor on display in honey hut'.

Outside of collecting Transfer. Offer to
policy as originates museums via
from Hertfordshire. Museums Journal
No other
provenance of use.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

GRSRM : 2015.14.72

extractor

Large grey metal cylinder with removable top. Plaque on front reads
'E.H Taylor beehive works, Welwyn, Herts, England'.

Outside of collecting Transfer. Offer to
policy as originates museums via
from Hertfordshire. Museums Journal
No other
provenance of use.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017
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clock

Clock. Round, wooden, wall mounted clock. Pale face with roman
numerals and glass and metal door which opens.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

GRSRM : NN108

chest

Large tool chest, possibly for carpenter's tools; wooden, stained
black; rope handles at sides for lifting

No provenance.
Transfer. Offer to
Duplicates with
museums via
other chests in the Museums Journal
collection. Ephithite,
Lauren 6.2.2017

GRSRM : NN153.1

wick

Three replacement wicks for Harper No. 1000 Oil Converctor. part
of a collection of convector heater wicks, galvanised heater parts and
other objects possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.2

wick

Three replacement wicks for Harper No. 900 Oil Converctor. part of
a collection of convector heater wicks, galvanised heater parts and
other objects possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.3

part

Two Indicators for Valor No. 65S Boiling Stoves. Part of a collection
of convector heater wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects
possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.4

part

Galery for Valor No. 65S Boiling Stoves. Part of a collection of
convector heater wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects
possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal
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part

Door No. 350 for Valor Perfection Cookers. Part of a collection of
convector heater wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects
possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.6

lid

Stove lid. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks, galvanised
heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.7

lid

Stove lid. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks, galvanised
heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.8

knob

Two metal and wood knobs. Part of a collection of convector heater
wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a
shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal
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37

GRSRM : NN153.9

part

Two galvanised stove parts. Part of a collection of convector heater
wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a
shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.10

part

Two galvanised stove parts. Part of a collection of convector heater
wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a
shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.11

part

Galvanised stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.12

part

Galvanised stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal
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part

Three metal stove parts. Part of a collection of convector heater
wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a
shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.14

part

Metal stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.15

part

Metal stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.16

part

Metal stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.17

part

Galvanised stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal
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39

GRSRM : NN153.18

part

Galvanised stove part. Part of a collection of convector heater wicks,
galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a shop
stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN153.19

block

Red and green sanding block. Part of a collection of convector heater
wicks, galvanised heater parts and other objects possibly from a
shop stock.

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

GRSRM : NN178

machine

Cigarette dispensing machine; large, steel freestanding machine
with bolts for fixing to wall; made by Harper Automatics of Croydon;
two slots for 'sixpence' and 'two pennies'; glass windows in front;
marked 'World Patents Owned and Controlled by Harper
Automatics, Croydon, England' and 'It's a Harper Production'; fitted
with glass pane in lower half painted with 'B.W. Stebbings,
Cigarettes, Day & Night'; either from railway platform or outside
grocer's shop; found unaccessioned in collections

No provenance.
Ephithite, Lauren
6.2.2017

Transfer. Offer to
museums via
Museums Journal

NWHCM : 1973.354.10

mill

Cake mill; early 20th century; marked 'W.N. Nicholson & Son,
Newark No.2 Cake Mill'

Duplicate. 2 other
Transfer. Offer to
Cake Mill's in the
museums via
collection, both of
Museums Journal
which were made
and used in Norfolk.
This one was used
in Norfolk but made
outside of the
county. Ephithite,
Lauren 3.4.2017
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NWHCM : 1973.371.4.3

chair

Chair. Wooden strap back kitchen chair. One of ten which comes
from Hill House at Pulham Market which was formerly the Depwade
Union Workhouse. Dates from the twentieth century.

Duplicate. Part of a
set of 10. 2 have
been retained for
the museum
collection.

Transfer. Offer to
other workhouse
museums such as
Ripon or Southall
and to other
museums via
Museums Journal.

NWHCM : 1973.371.4.4

chair

Chair. Wooden strap back kitchen chair. One of ten which comes
from Hill House at Pulham Market which was formerly the Depwade
Union Workhouse. Dates from the twentieth century.

Duplicate. Part of a
set of 10. 2 have
been retained for
the museum
collection.

Transfer. Offer to
other workhouse
museums such as
Ripon or Southall
and to other
museums via
Museums Journal.
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GRSRM : 1980.56.13.1

Object simple name

cart

Brief Description

Two wheeled game cart; constructed of wood; painted brown; two
shafts; body in form of high-sided box; two brackets for lamps, one
lamp still in position, but damaged; metal plate screwed to side,
painted black and white and embossed 'J.P. Meade Esq., Earsham';
used on Earsham estate for transporting the results of shooting; John
Percy Meade used to put his name on everything that he owned
(information supplied by his great grandson, contact of John
Goldsmith)

Image

Disposal
Reasons

NMS
Committee
Recomendatio
ns

Very poor condition.
Extensive live
woodworm which
has damaged this
object structurally.
Object is broken
beyond reasonable
repair. Ephithite,
Lauren 3.4.2017

Object to be safely
disposed of. Report
outcome to
Breckland AMC.
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